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VALUE INVESTING

Pay for value
Value investing has the virtue of being one
of the easiest investment theses to
understand: buy low, sell high. That’s even
more of an advantage than it may seem at
first. Institutional investors are currently
bombarded with ever-more-complicated
black box strategies from hedge funds,
quants, and the product development and
marketing departments of financial sector
players worldwide ...

Featured stories from the October 2018 issue of Asia Asset Management
Spinning on its own axis?
Real assets lure the supers
Growing interest
Finding true value

Latest News
Malaysia appoints new Securities Commission executive chairman
| 3 October 2018

Going Places: Syed Zaid Albar will take over as SC chairman from October 15 as
incumbent Ranjit Singh opts for early retirement

NZ Super registers benchmark-beating return of 12.43%
| 3 October 2018

Government Funds: NZ Super remains heavily weighted on growth assets, lowers its
risk exposure but cautions external environmental remains challenging

MSCI launches ex tobacco involvement indices
| 2 October 2018

Responsible Investing: The indices will be used as a benchmark for investors wanting
to exclude stocks involved in tobacco production

South Korea’s NPS appoints State Street as service provider, BNY
Mellon as custodian
| 2 October 2018

Pensions: NPS grants its first ever middle-office mandate to State Street for trade
processing services
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